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Introduction
The Procurement Bill will introduce the most

This guide sets out details of the comprehensive,

significant changes to the way public sector

centrally-funded, learning and development

organisations buy goods and services for a

package being provided by the Cabinet Office.

generation. Although these changes will not come

It will help you decide which of the learning and

into force until late 2023 at the earliest, and with

development options are most suitable for you and

a six month advance preparation period, you

your team’s needs and what actions you need to

can start planning now to ensure you and your

take in the coming months to plan your training

organisation are ready to take advantage of the

programme to ensure you don’t miss out on the

new regime.

benefits and flexibilities of the new regime.
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Transforming public
procurement: a new
opportunity
The new reforms will create a simpler and more

These changes will require new ways of working

flexible commercial system that enables contracting

so all players can take full advantage of the new

authorities to tailor their procurement approach

opportunities. The Cabinet Office will be providing

to achieve better outcomes whilst remaining

a comprehensive learning and development

compliant with international obligations.

programme to support everyone operating within
the new regime and help you to understand what

It will significantly help open up public procurement

is changing from the current system.

to new entrants such as small businesses and
social enterprises so that they can compete for

Funded places on our learning and development

and win more public contracts.

courses are being made available, so they are
free at the point of delivery. We recognise that

It will embed transparency throughout the

training is an essential element of programme

commercial lifecycle, creating a single digital tool

implementation, underpinning the cultural and

for suppliers to register their details that can be

behavioural changes which will be key to unlocking

used for all bids, while a central digital platform will

the flexibilities of the new regime.

allow suppliers to see all opportunities in one place
and enable the spending of taxpayers’ money to
be properly scrutinised.
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Learning and
development package
We are providing a portfolio of products aimed

learning focussed on the behavioural and cultural

at different audiences and meeting a range of

changes required. The focus for all training will be

professional requirements - from those who only

on what is changing from the current rules.

need an overview of the changes, through to more

The package will comprise four elements, which

detailed and specific instruction on the new regime

will be underpinned by published online written

for practitioners in contracting authorities and

guidance and other materials:

finally an intensive advanced course of ‘deep dive’
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Learning and development package

Knowledge Drops
What is it?

Procurement Act 2023: Knowledge Drops
These are:
•

designed to provide a high level overview of the changes to the procurement
regulations

•
Who’s it for?

tailored to different audiences

General overview level
Those who have regular interactions with procurement and would need some
material level of understanding of the new legislation: senior leaders at executive or
political level; finance people; commissioners of services; non-procurement people
who regularly interact with tender processes or manage suppliers, contracts, or
works; lawyers who do not specialise in procurement; procurement helpdesk and
systems people; people who will need to implement reporting changes; suppliers.
This product may also provide a useful primer to procurement/commercial
professionals who will go on to access the more detailed L&D provision.

Benefits for the

Learners will get a headline summary of the reforms and understand:

learner

•

what will this mean for me?

•

what are the benefits for me?

How and where
to access the
learning
Duration

Available free on demand.
Hosted on gov.uk and Youtube, accessible through the Government Campus and
Government Commercial College.
Full Knowledge Drops: 60 minutes each.
Quick Knowledge Drops: 10 minutes each.

Product details

Separate knowledge drops versions for:
•

contracting authorities

•

suppliers

•

VCSE and SMEs

Recorded videos and audio-only versions.
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Learning and development package

e-Learning and Written Guidance
What is it?

Procurement Act 2023: e-Learning (with supporting written guidance/learning
materials)
This is the core training product, which will be open to all relevant procurement
and commercial practitioners from contracting authorities (and nominated named
individuals who regularly undertake procurement activity on behalf of contracting
authorities). It is designed to cover all the relevant knowledge and understanding of
the different elements of the new regime.

Who’s it for?

Skilled practitioner level
Commercial/ procurement professionals needing L&D in order to be familiar with the
new regime (or aspects of it):
•

operational procurement staff - those whose main role is to run tenders or let
contracts

•

procurement/ commercial professionals whose main role is to manage suppliers
or contracts

This product will also form one part of the learning package for individuals at skilled
practitioner level: those who need to become experts in operating the new regime:
•

commercial/procurement leadership team members who are directly involved in
operational procurement; strategic commercial/procurement practitioners e.g.
category managers

•

in-house specialist procurement/contract lawyers

•

those responsible for commercial/ procurement policy and capability

Benefits for the

Designed to provide skilled commercial practitioners with a grounding in each

learner

element of the new procurement regulations.
Will reference the commercial lifecycle for context and enable learners to understand
how regulation changes will impact their commercial activity at different stages.
Those who complete the course including the certification module will be awarded a
certificate of achievement and e-badge.
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Learning and development package

How and where
to access the
learning

Self-guided.
Government Commercial College (GCC) site.
Learners will need to register with the GCC to access the material (we will advertise
widely and in good time, when and how practitioners should do this).

Duration

Approximately 10 hours.

Product details

Certificated programme of 10 modules:
1. Scope, definitions and general principles
2. Transparency
3. Procedures
4. Competitive flexible procedure
5. Aggregated procurement and tools (frameworks and dynamic markets)
6. Choice of participants - supplier selection
7. Assessment and award of contract
8. Remedies
9. Contract governance (contract amendments, KPIs, spend and performance
reporting, prompt payment and e-invoicing and contract termination)
10. Certification
There will also be detail covering specific sectors (defence and security; utilities; light
touch; and health).
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Learning and development package

Advanced Course of Deep Dives
What is it?

Procurement Act 2023: Advanced Course of Deep Dives
The course will build on the “what” provided by the e-learning to focus on the “how”,
giving those who need to become expert practitioners in the new regime (and those
responsible for procurement policy/capability in contracting authorities) the skills and
confidence to maximise the benefits of the new regime.

Who’s it for?

Expert practitioner level
Procurement Act 2023 e-learning certificate is a prerequisite for the advanced
course.
This course is for commercial/procurement professionals in contracting authorities
needing intensive L&D in order to become experts in operating the new regime:
•

commercial/procurement professionals in contracting authorities needing
intensive L&D in order to become experts in operating the new regime

•

commercial/procurement leadership team members who are directly involved
in operational procurement; strategic commercial/ procurement practitioners eg
category managers

•

in-house specialist procurement/contract lawyers

•

those responsible for commercial/ procurement policy and capability

Benefits for the

This element of the package is designed to provide learners with a deeper level of

learner

understanding on the application of the legislative change, build confidence and
develop skills to support capability uplift, so that they can act as champions and
expert practitioners within their own organisations.
Those who complete the course will be awarded a certificate of attendance and
e-badge.

How and where
to access the
learning

Government Commercial College (GCC) site.
Learners will need to register with the GCC to access the material (we will advertise
widely and in good time, when and how practitioners should do this).
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Learning and development package

Duration

Three consecutive days.

Specifics

Intensive three-day course of interactive, instructor-led virtual classes in small
cohorts.
Six different topics spread over a three day block:
•

Day 1: designing the competitive process part 1 and 2

•

Day 2: setting award criteria, assessment and award

•

Day 3: frameworks and dynamic markets, contract governance
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Learning and development package

Communities of Practice
What is it?

Procurement Act 2023: Communities of Practice events:
Events that provide opportunities for groups to come together and foster collaborative
learning, by sharing best practice, innovative approaches and challenges.

Who’s it for?

Centrally-managed community of practice:
For commercial/procurement professionals across central government and the wider
public sector.
Locally-managed communities of practice:
All existing communities of practices, networks and foras where procurement
professionals access best practice to improve their current knowledge. Managed by
different public or private organisations.

Benefits for the

Attendees at these events will be able to learn how to apply their knowledge in

learner

specific ways to improve and embed the new regime and best practice, and to
foster cultural and behavioural change.

How and where
to access the
learning

Online materials hosted on the Government Commercial College.
Centrally-managed community meetups will be arranged on MS Teams.
Face to face events will be planned and managed locally according to need and
resources.

Duration

Ongoing.
To be determined by local managers and in teams and organisations.

Specifics

A suite of “communities of practice learning materials”.
Toolkits, presentation materials that follow on from the key topics in the formal
e-learning training.
Checklists for best practice.
Superuser and SME support.
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Learner pathways
Overview

Skilled
practitioner

Expert
practitioner

Knowledge
drops

Knowledge
drops
[optional]

Knowledge
drops
[optional]

Online
learning with
certification

Online
learning with
certification

Advanced
course of
deep dives

Communities of practice
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When and how to
access the training
We plan for the L&D package to be made available

We will advertise widely when learners should

once the law is clear - after royal assent for the act

be registering with the Government Commercial

has been granted and the secondary legislation

College to undertake the e-Learning and Advanced

(regulations) have been made - and in good time

Course of Deep Dives.

for users to prepare for the new procurement
regime being implemented. We have committed to
providing at least six months’ notice of go-live of
the new regime. This won’t be until late 2023 at
the earliest.
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FAQs
Will there be sufficient training
provision provided for everyone
who needs it? Why will only a
sub sector of the individuals
who have certificated from the
e-learning get a space on the
Advanced Course of virtual Deep
Dives?

Will this training be suitable for
my new starters who have just
joined the procurement team?
The L&D is designed to explain the differences
between the current regulatory framework and the
new regime; it is not an entry-level primer for those
with no prior knowledge of procurement. You
should continue to train your new starters in the
basics as you currently do.

As many eligible individuals as necessary will be
able to access the e-learning - there is no limit.
Not everyone who works in procurement will

What about suppliers and
others, will they receive training?

need or want to invest three days in the intensive

Yes - we will be producing Knowledge Drops

Advanced Course of Deep Dives; that’s why we

specifically tailored for suppliers and they will also

have suggested the typical types of roles who we

have access to the written guidance that will be

think are likely to be best placed to undertake it.

published on gov.uk. We are also engaging with

We will need to use the available funding wisely -

trade bodies and industry representatives as

so contracting authorities will need to ensure that

well as our existing supplier networks to ensure

the appropriate type and number of people within

suppliers are prepared for the new regime. The

their organisation book onto the advanced course,

L&D funded offer for e-learning and the Advanced

and that anyone who is unable to attend a booked

Course of Deep Dives is aimed at practitioners

course cancels in good time so that places can be

in contracting authorities as these will be the

offered to others.

people who are directly subject to the new public
procurement regime.
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FAQs
Will the L&D be mandatory?

cover the changes from the current regulatory
framework as defined by the new legislation, it

That is for individual organisations to decide but

has a natural shelf life and so the content will be

we recommend that all relevant commercial and

reviewed as part of a wider review of the L&D

procurement staff undertake the e-learning, and

offer once the new regime has been in place for a

certificate from the e-learning to demonstrate that

period of time; it would not be withdrawn without a

they have been trained and are therefore equipped

suitable replacement being provided.

to operate under the new regime. Familiarity with
the new regime will be an important asset to

We are planning to roll the 3-day advanced courses

individuals and their organisations, and we would

out over a 12-month period. This is a time-limited

expect that procurement professionals will be keen

programme with a finite number of spaces, so

to have this new credential in order to help unlock

we encourage learners to sign up promptly when

the benefits that the new regime will bring.

spaces are advertised and to attend when booked,
as they may not get another opportunity if they

When will the new regime go
live?

miss their booking.

Where will the L&D be hosted?

The Bill is only at the early stages of its
Parliamentary passage, so it is difficult to be

The L&D will be hosted on the Government

specific about timeframes yet. It will take several

Commercial College (GCC) site. This is the existing

months for the Bill to reach royal assent, after

cross public sector training platform for members

which there will need to be secondary legislation.

of the commercial/procurement community

Only once the legislative position is clear will we be

within contracting authorities so is already used

able to finalise the detailed L&D content. We will

extensively by our target audience and is easy to

provide six months’ notice of “go live” of the new

access. The GCC will allow self-registration onto

regime, which will not be before late 2023 at the

the platform and self-enrolment onto the e-learning

earliest. The e-learning and advanced course will go

programme.

live during that notice period; knowledge drops will
be available earlier.

How long will the training run
for?

Will there be exams and will
the L&D be accredited or count
for CPD?
There will be a certification module at the end of the

The e-learning will be available while the new

e-learning, and only individuals who have passed

regime beds in and learners will be able to revisit

will be entitled to use the “e-learning certificated”

it at any time. As the content is designed to only

badge. Those who complete the Advanced
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FAQs
Course of Deep Dives will also be entitled to use

Products that we plan to publish in the coming

the “advanced course certificated” badge. The

weeks include a draft analysis showing the

programme will count towards GCF CPD for those

differences between the current regime and the

working within central government and we intend

provisions of the new regime, and a proposed list

to also seek CPD Standards Office accreditation to

of the guidance that we expect to publish to sit

provide a means of recognition for those working

alongside the legislation.

across the wider public sector.

Keep an eye out for our stakeholder updates, and

CIPS members can claim CPD hours for the time

encourage colleagues to sign up if they would find

they commit to completing the programme, this can

them useful too (by completing the Transforming

be recorded using the CIPS CPD tool.

Public Procurement form, or emailing

Can individuals put themselves
forward to be trained as a
trainer?
In order to ensure consistency of coverage, the

procurement.reform@cabinetoffice.gov.uk if your
organisational firewall blocks the form). We will flag
in these stakeholder updates when we publish new
information relating to the Bill, L&D, guidance and
support for implementation of the new regime.

L&D programme assumes a central delivery model
with a small team of trainers; as such, we do
not propose to use a train the trainer approach.
However, there is a clear role for superusers within
contracting authorities, following on from the formal
training - people who are prepared to support,
contribute and lead on communities of practice for
the programme; encouraging their colleagues and
contacts to share best practice and learn from one
another to achieve the hearts and minds change
that is essential.

What happens next?
We will continue to publish regular stakeholder
updates and make available new material on the
transforming public procurement landing page to
help everyone prepare.
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